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AutoScanner-Opel Scanner is a software/hardware solution (Opel-Scan) for
diagnostics, chip-tuning and odometer correction, based on 2.4ghz transmitters. The
main features are: Programmable module activation. Scanning of the code memory.
Read and write functions of OBD2 and CAN buses. Support of all the programming
cards of Opel and Volkswagens. Support of the hardware key of Opel vehicles
AutoScanner Opel Scanner, is the first and only, standalone software for EV andTD
vehicles based on Opel/Volkswagen CAN communication protocol. For the first time,
Automatic OpelScanner is allowing to read and write chip memory of any Opel or
Volkswagens, to reprogram PCC and DTC,to interact and to customize the way these
systems are controlled. AutoScanner OpelScanner was developed to interact with
electronic control units (ECU) - Automotive Computer on Module (ACM) -
Microcomputer (MC) of Opel/Volkswagen vehicles. ECU of TD vehicles will soon be
supported as well. With AutoScanner OpelScanner one can Read and program chips
ECU of EV or TD vehicles (Opel, VW, Audi, Skoda, Seat) Interact with PCC, DTC and
customize the way these systems are controlled. Program CAN-CCP, CAN-LSM, CAN-
PCM and CAN-Transmitter/receiver circuits. Interact with FM-Simulators and adjust
the settings. Manage 3 types of keys (simple, master and application keys).
Automatically store the information of CAN bus sessions. Automatically detect chip
ID and memory size on CAN bus. Automatically and automatically read and write
CAN bus. Stripping and rebuilding of CAN bus data Read and write info on OEM
codes (PCM, CCP and DTC)
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